INTRODUCTION
Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) has been touted to offer many advantages over previous time-domain OCT instruments, such as Stratus OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA). Chief among these advantages include improved axial resolution, higher sensitivity, and dramatically higher scanning speeds, all of which have been theorized to improve the visualization of retinal morphologic details. 1 Several groups have now demonstrated the use of SD-OCT to study the effects of disease on various retinal layers. [2] [3] [4] An area of great interest for many OCT researchers is the correlation of OCT morphologic features and morphometric parameters with visual function and visual outcomes following therapy. Initial work using only gross retinal thickness measurements from Stratus OCT yielded only modest correlations. [5] [6] [7] Subsequently, with the advent of SD-OCT, investigators observed that the integrity of outer retinal structures, such as the external limiting membrane (ELM) and the photoreceptor inner segment/outer segment (IS/OS) junction, were of particular importance, both for identifying early disease states and for correlation with visual function. [8] [9] [10] Despite the improved sensitivity and axial resolution of commercial SD-OCT instruments, these outer retinal structures are not always well seen. When these structures are not clearly visible, it is often uncertain
whether this is a result of true disruption of these structures or simply insufficient image quality. Because recognizing the integrity of these structures is of clinical significance, strategies to improve their visualization are important. An inherent property of OCT well known to degrade image quality is speckle noise artifact. 11 The technique of multiple B-scan averaging was previously shown to be a useful method to decrease speckle noise in time-domain OCT, 12 but this increased the time taken to perform the scan and introduced additional challenges due to eye motion artifact. However, the higher speed of SD-OCT instruments allows multiple scans to be taken quickly from the same location, particularly in SD-OCT systems that also track eye movements. 13 Sakamoto et al. 14 showed that the multiple B-scan averaging technique can be used to enhance SD-OCT image quality and improve visualization of the IS/OS junction and the outer nuclear layer (ONL), but they did not study the ELM. Subsequently, Spaide et al. demonstrated that multiple B-scan averaging was an important component of the their "Enhanced Depth Imaging" approach for improving visualization of the choroid. 15 However, the number of scans that need to be averaged to achieve sufficient image quality for clinical assessments has not been well established.
The number of scans that can be averaged may be limited because many SD-OCT instruments do not track eye movements. We evaluated the extent of improvement in visualization of the ONL, ELM, IS/OS junction, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and choroid using two different commercially available averaging protocols.
TECHNIQUE
OCT images were collected and reviewed from a series of consecutive patients with a variety of retinal diseases (Table 1 ) referred for Cirrus HD-OCT (software version 4.5, Carl Zeiss Meditec) imaging between October and November 2009 from a tertiary retina and ophthalmology subspecialty practice at the Doheny Eye Institute.
Averaging of the images was achieved by selective pixel profiling, which is automatically performed by the OCT machine. There was no eye tracking facility available with this machine. Selective pixel profiling averages the image data, taking into account the quality of the registration across the images that are averaged and the noise distribution in each image. In doing that, the method is best able to estimate the true signal at any given location. As such, it is a selective process and may not average across all images. Profiling is a term used to describe the act of estimating the noise distribution in each image. All OCT scans were A total of 35 patients met these criteria, and one eye from each case was randomly selected for masked analysis by two trained Doheny Image Reading Center graders. Only a single B-scan, which passed through the foveal center, was evaluated for each scan type. To achieve masking to both the patient and the scan type, one grader loaded the central B-scan for viewing in random order while the second grader performed the assessments. On each graded B-scan, the following outer retinal/choroidal structures of presumed clinical value were assessed: ONL, ELM, IS/OS junction, inner RPE surface (band corresponding to interdigitation between the photoreceptor outer segments and the RPE), outer "RPE" surface (band generally considered to be the boundary between the RPE-Bruch's complex and the choriocapillaris), and choroid ( Figure) .
Quality of visualization of each structure or band was evaluated based on three reading center OCT quality parameters: ability to identify the structure (ie, ability to distinguish structure from background-akin to contrast), brightness of the structure (ie, intensity), and continuity of the structure (ie, the number of A-scans in which the structure was visible). Four of the structures are thin hyperreflective bands on OCT, whereas the ONL and choroid may have significant thickness; in the case of the choroid, the full extent may not be visible. Thus, when rating the continuity and ability to identify the choroid, the graders considered the axial extent of the visible choroid when making their determinations (Figure) . Each quality parameter for each structure was scored using a 0 (worst) to 3 qualitative scale ( Table 2 ). Mean quality scores among the three scan types were computed and the chi-square test was used to examine differences between the scan types (Intercooled STATA 9 statistical software; Stata Corp, LP, College Station, TX). A significance level of .05 or less was considered to be statistically significant.
RESULTS
The mean quality scores for the 35 eyes of the 35 subjects included in this study are shown in Table 3 , and the P values of the difference between scan types as assessed by the chi-square test are shown in Table 4 . For nearly all quality parameters and structures, the quality score was higher for the averaged scans with the exception of the continuity rating for the inner RPE surface, which showed a slightly (not statistically significant different) better quality score for the non-averaged scans. The structures that showed the greatest improvement in quality score as a result of averaging were the ONL, ELM, and choroid, whereas the IS/OS junction and inner RPE surface band showed no statistically significant improvement in quality score for any quality parameter. Overall, the quality parameter that showed the greatest benefit with averaging was structure brightness, whereas continuity of the structure demonstrated the least benefit. No statistically significant improve- To evaluate whether 203 averaging conferred any benefit over 43 averaging, the difference in quality score between non-averaged and 43 averaged scans was compared with the difference between 43 and 203 averaged scans. Although no statistically significant difference was observed, the mean quality score for 203 averaged scans was higher than the 43 averaged scans for all parameters and structures. Brightness of the ONL and continuity of the ELM and IS/OS junction appeared to show the greatest benefit of increasing from 203 to 43 averaging.
DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that multiple B-scan averaging can produce significant improvements in OCT image quality, which are relevant to several outer retinal and choroidal structures of clinical importance. In particular, B-scan averaging improved the brightness and identification of the ELM and ONL, two structures that have been shown to be of particular importance when correlating OCT morphology to visual function in a variety of retinal diseases, including non-neovascular AMD. 16 In addition, visualization of the choroid 
and the extent or thickness of the choroid, which has recently been implicated to be of importance in several diseases, also appeared to benefit from averaging. 17, 18 Interestingly, quality of visualization of the IS/OS junction and the inner RPE surface (outer segmentapical RPE interdigitation band) did not improve significantly with averaging. The current study also demonstrated that averaging appeared to have the greatest benefit on improving the brightness of structures, but little effect on increasing the continuity of these structures. However, this observation may be due in part to a ceiling effect. The structures evaluated in this study had a mean non-averaged brightness quality score of 2.02, whereas the mean nonaveraged continuity score was 2.71. Thus, there was less room for improvement in the continuity score, using the existing reading center SD-OCT quality scales.
In addition, although quality scores uniformly appeared to improve further when going from 43 to 203 averaging, the difference in quality score between these two averaging levels was not statistically significant. This observation is consistent with the findings from the previous study by Sakamoto et al. that showed oversampling rates greater than 43 may not improve the image quality significantly.
14 However, our study was not designed to determine the optimal averaging level to achieve the optimal clinical results because we were limited to the averaging protocols available in the OCT instrument.
The current study also has several limitations that must be considered when assessing the significance of these results. First, a subjective, coarse scale was used to assess the various quality parameters. It is possible that a finer, more granular scale may have identified more significant differences between the different scan acquisition types/averaging levels; however, inter-grader reproducibility for such a finer scale has not been established in the reading center. With future improvements in OCT segmentation algorithms for these fine structures, it is possible that a more objective, quantitative quality assessment may eventually be possible. Second, although we considered three quality parameters used in the reading center to judge OCT image quality, it is possible that there may be several other metrics that may show differential effects of B-scan averaging. Third, this study was conducted using an OCT instrument that does not track eye movements. If a patient's eye moves during scan acquisition, scans from different retinal locations may be averaged together, thus degrading the quality of the averaged image. Such a problem may have offset some of the potential improvement in scan quality when going from 43 to 203 averaging. It is possible that further significant improvements in scan quality could be observed with higher levels of averaging in instruments that track eye movement. Fourth, this study was conducted on a single OCT instrument, the Cirrus OCT. It is not clear whether these results can be extrapolated to other SD-OCT instruments that may have differences in native non-averaged image quality. Fifth, we only considered the one A-scan density (1,024 A-scans per B-scan) available for averaging on the instrument. Our findings may not extrapolate to other scan types. Sixth, because patients were required to have been imaged with all three acquisition types to be included in the study, the sample size was relatively small. As a result, the study was underpowered to find smaller differences between groups. Finally, although we considered a variety of outer retinal structures that are relevant to visual function in various retinal disorders, inner retinal structures such as the nerve fiber layer were not assessed. The impact of averaging on identification and quantification of these inner retinal structures is unknown and may be a useful target for future study.
Multiple B-scan averaging appears to be a simple technique by which SD-OCT B-scan image quality can be improved. The benefits appear to be greatest for visualization of the ELM, ONL, and choroid. When designing studies requiring assessments of these structures, investigators should consider employing scan acquisition protocols that use B-scan averaging.
